
Inside the texture of taxonomy I saw sensations.

My emotion felt like a bundle tightly bound.

There were so many things that didn't exist.

This tradition was based on <esthetic experiments.

My technique was based on desire, not experience.

I had dismantled the interior.

I was writing on the city, which was a screen on a clock.

All I wanted to do was deform a surface.

I wanted to experience the mortality of thought.

I saw no space prior to bodies and their intervals.

The secular niches flickered luminously.

Space was a very fine condition of corpuscular light.

I witnessed immaterial tissues.

I embellished antiquity with my laughter.

What is painting but the act of embrace?

I had lived subject to others, as in paintings.

Sometimes I designed fine1yproportioned buildings inmymind.

I occupied myselfwith constructions.

I was subdivided by the thought of things.

I had not fulfilled my sense organs.

A painting is soft as Narcissus.

The encompassing element faltered.

What shall I do with my senses?
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On Painting

I

Pliny says it is always the season in which they are painting navies.

Not only in the church

but in your own house

the military will march

and this is equality

according to the grammarians.

The question of the origin of painting is obscure, or Egyptian.

Pliny says it had to do with combat

and victory

also known as war and triumph.

Such was its beauty

that a crow

would attempt to enter the tableau

to peck at the corpses.

We call this field of corpses

monochrome.

Its metal is iron.

A -rubric is a thick red earth.

Seafoam mixed withgriefbecomes solid. This makes a conch shell

which is also a kind of speech.
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III

Paintingwas severelywounded by a governmental grenade on

the Boulevard Saint-Michel in]une 1968. It built barricades.

It escaped through a window. Its throat was seized by a green

ish gas. The apparent freedom ofpainting will again be seized)

enclosed) stricken. Painting will be herded naked into the

street by the forces of order. Painting is ordinary. Someone

will give painting his shirt. Someone's vision will receive an

incandescent projectile. Painting cowered in its blood. This is

a secular fresco. I too wanted to throw something at them.

II
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Painting threw bricks at the police.

Painting wanted to devour skies

Satirically. Painting wanted politics

To be commodious.

on a sombre government.

what is painting but

The Wine ofError Daubed

N ow more elaborate than any style

conducted only ever unrecognizably and abhorring

and suspending the ordinary descriptions
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Pliny says that painting is necessary and commodious. It is a

medicinal subject.

In its furnace we concoct colour.

Each earth has a property and a use. Pliny speaks of each.

But generally it's worth repeating: the earth is an island mixed

with blood.

There are walls of earth.

We call this form

since they are made from moulds

composed oflittle panels or verses.

These forms stand for generations.

There is a kind of chalk that gives the glow to silver.

Our grandparents used it

to draw the line offailure

behind them.

I really thought that painting would be about sex

but Pliny says it is the same as war and space.

With it we mark slaves

thus a citizen is enriched

and this is sex also.

Pliny says when the sun sets we search among rocks. Our

tongues dry out.

The pigment called dust comes from pillage fires.



What can painting plead?

A string of olden coin

slung on nervous sinew

unprofitable, delirious, incredible, dear

labyrinth stitched through

with ribald sinew

Painting stuffs and swells and abhors

that circumvents

a slit oflight

a fuzz of gods

A winter fur

in summer

breeding vermin

This Hyperbolical Nightingale.
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The Dogs ofDirkBogarde

I

What if! present myself to them

to quietly and agreeably confer

with happiness fretted

an aficionado oflightness

or tired openly fighting

following low tufty path through the apartment hedge

without any effortful existence

I do not continue in truth adrift

I do continue

to make it scarcely

oftheir play and their avoidance

In wood and feldand dale and dun, in woods

and to fields, both in field and forest, from

all directions, like a tilework

what I saw was their beau dictation

where parts grouped together at the faucet

like a shadow divine neutral

coloration work at the larynx drowsing

I spoke then as a dog that with the pale flowers groweth in the

meadows

and into the game of speech.
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